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Lessons from the Replication Crisis in 
Psychology
Hacking, Picking, Harking and Co.
2011: Bem‘s Feeling the Future in JPSP
Participants better able to recall words that
they were later randomly assigned to rehearse
Unfolding of Psychology‘s Replication Crisis
Exemplary Result: How could such a well-respected scientist
have amassed a large body of evidence for
an obviously false hypothesis? 
2011: Stapel‘s Fraud
Unfolding of Psychology‘s Replication Crisis
Gold Standard Questionable Research Practices Fraud




Unfolding of Psychology‘s Replication Crisis
retractionwatch.com/the-retraction-watch-leaderboard/
2011: Simmons, Nelson & Simonsohn
Unfolding of Psychology‘s Replication Crisis
• Overwhelming majority of published
findings significant
• Overwhelming majority of studies
underpowered
Old paradox
Old explanation: File drawer
• Claim: most failed studies not missing, 
but published, masquerading as
successes!-hacking
2012: Reproducibility Project: Psychology (RP:P)
Unfolding of Psychology‘s Replication Crisis
• Open Science Collaboration
• 100 articles
• Median power = 95%
• Standardized protocol
• Feedback of original authors
Open Sci. Collab. (2012, 2015)
36% 
Open Sci. Collab. (2015)
2018: O‘Donell, Nelson et al.
Unfolding of Psychology‘s Replication Crisis
O‘Donell, Nelson et al. (2018)
O‘Donell, Nelson et al. (2018)
2018: Camerer et al.
Unfolding of Psychology‘s Replication Crisis
• Significant effect in same direction for
62% of studies
• Bayesian estimated true-positive rate 67% 
• Relative effect size of true positives 71%, → both false positives and inflated effect
sizes of true positives contribute to
imperfect reproducibility
Unfolding of Psychology‘s Replication Crisis
«Given the present results […] we no longer have
confidence in the finding that viewing pictures of
The Thinker reduces self-reported religious belief.»
Gervais & Norenzayan (2018, p. 1)
Gervais & Norenzayan (2012)


















power = 80% 80% 20%
45
false pos.




QRP 1: Low Power
“Ideal” State (80% Power)
!"#$% → '(% of results true !%%!*% → +!% of      results true
+(% of published
results true






power = 50% 50% 50%
45
false pos.




Actual State (~ 50% Power)
QRP 1: Low Power
!"% of published
results true
$"!$ → $&% of results true '$$!"$ → !(% of      results true
QRP 2: “Mild” !-Hacking






QRP 2: “Mild” !-Hacking
Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn (2011)
• Two-condition between-
subjects design (" = 20 per 
cell) drawn from same 
normal distribution (no effect)
• 15,000 simulated studies
• y axis depicts share of
studies for which at least 
one attempted analysis was 
significant. 
a: three t-tests, one on each of two dependent variables + third on the average of the variables
b: one t-test after collecting 20 observations per cell +  another t-test after collecting an additional 10 observations per cell
c: t-tests for each of the three possible pairings of conditions + OLS regression for linear trend of all three conditions
d: t-test + 2-factorial ANOVA including gender main effect + one with gender interaction (sign. effects for condition or condition x gender interaction)
reported in Nelson, Simmons, & Simonsohn (2018, p. 516)






power = 50% 50% 50%
90
false pos.




QRP 2: Optional Stopping & Mild !-Hacking
(increasing type-I-error to " = 0,10)
86% of published
results true
()*+) → -.% of results true /*)/.) → 0+% of      results true
QRP 3: Cherry Picking and 
HARKing for Positive Results 
+ File Drawer Problem
HARKing =
Hypothesizing 
After Results Are 
Known
Yong (2012, p. 300)
QRP 3: Cherry Picking and HARKing for 
Positive Results + File Drawer Problem






power = 50% 50% 50%
90
false pos.







!"#$" → &'% of results true )#")'" → *$% of      results true
Assumption:
~85% of all published
results positive and all
positive results are
being published, thus:
140      (50 true)
























• Meta-analytic (cumulative) approach
• Full reporting of all research that is
«conducted to at least a reasonable
standard»
• Close as well as conceptual replications
combined with meta-analyses of existing
research
• But: meta-analyses may exacerbate
problem because of !-hacked studies
(Nelson et al., 2018)
Integrity of researchers’ values & behaviors
• Stop questionable research practices (incl. 
low power)
• Best way to avoid all biases is to «specify
and commit to full details of a study in 
advance»
• Clear distinction between exploratory and
confirmatory research
• Exploratory research can be pilot study like:
«Discover how to prespecify a study that
then must be reported»
What to do?
Research Integrity (Cumming, 2014)
Integrity of the research literature
• Preregister all aspects of the planned
study
• Open Data and Open Code







Open Science (Cumming, 2014; Nelson et al., 2018)
Preregistration and Documentation What (exactly) is preregistration?
• Preregistration means specifying
hypotheses, sample size, procedures and
materials and data analytic methods
• Not every detail has to be specificed in 
advance
• Deviations possible but have to be declared
• Both exploratory and confirmatory research 
questions can be pre-registered




New Statistics (Cumming, 2014)
• Need to shift from reliance on NHST to estimation
• «NHST prompts us to see the world as black and
white and to make our conclusions in dichotomous
terms»
• Effect Sizes (ES) and Confidence Intervals (CI)
• Example: Two independent groups, each " = 32
• ES = 10 or Cohen’s & = 0.5 (medium sized effect)
• ! varies extremely (only 9 out of 24 «replicate»)
• 95%-CI = 83% prediction interval for replication
(replication mean contained in 83% of CIs)
• CIs much more informative than !-values
What to do?
Cumming (2014, p. 12)
Abandon !-values (2)
Statistical Toolkit (Gigerenzer, 2018)
• Strategic game hypothesis vs. Statistical 
ritual hypothesis
• Researchers are stuck in the delusion that
the «null ritual» answers research questions
• In fact, NHST as practiced today is not 
(even) in accordance with R. A. Fisher’s null 
hypothesis test 
• Psychology departments need to begin
teaching statistical thinking and a more
complete statistical toolkit, not rituals
What to do?
ASA Statement on "-values (2016)
• !-values can indicate how incompatible the data are
with a specified statistical model
• !-values do not measure the probability that the
studied hypothesis is true
• Scientific conclusions should not be based only on 
whether a !-value passes a specific threshold.
• Statisticians can replace !-values with approaches 
“…that emphasize estimation over testing, such as 
confidence, credibility, or prediction intervals; …”
(p. 132)
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